Introduction
Misinformation is information that is initially presented as true but turns out to be incorrect. Because a well-functioning democracy depends on an accurately informed public, misconceptions due to inaccurate information can lead to significant negative societal consequences. A misinformed populace can result in lower literacy levels, suboptimal public policy design, and poor behavior choices.
For example, denial of the link between HIV and AIDS led South Africa to adopt health policies that cost more than 330,000 lives (Chigwedere et al., 2008) . Misinformation casting doubt on the science of climate change has delayed meaningful climate policy for decades, locking in future decades of avoidable climate impacts. Similarly, refusal to vaccinate in some regions has allowed preventable diseases to make a comeback.
Misinformation plays a prominent role in politics, with recent election cycles spawning a proliferation of factcheckers. Asymmetry in the amount of misinformation produced by politicians can unduly influence public opinion. For example, during the 2016 election cycle, an analysis found that 70% of scrutinized statements by Donald Trump were shown to be false, compared with 26% false statements by Hillary Clinton (Politifact, 2016) . The prevalence of misinformation in 2016 led the Oxford Dictionary to select post-truth as the word of the year (Flood, 2016) .
There are a number of misconceptions and negative stereotypes about older people (Freer, 1988; Mulley, 2007) . This includes myths about older adult loneliness (Dykstra, 2009 ), elderly depression (Blazer, 1997) , and the elderly burden on society (Longino, 1994) . Agist stereotypes and discrimination can cause a number of physical, mental, and emotional consequences (Nemmers, 2005) .
Thanks to the Internet, misinformation can now proliferate faster and more broadly, through newly developed technology and circumventing of conventional "gatekeepers" in the mainstream media. For example, one Facebook post by Sarah Palin characterizing President Obama's healthcare plan as involving "death panels" went viral. Within 5 weeks, 86% of Americans had heard of the claim, and half either believed it or were not sure of its veracity (Nyhan, 2010) . The Internet has also exacerbated polarization of communities as it has segregated into echo chambers, otherwise known as "cyber-ghettos" (Johnson, Bichard, & Zhang, 2009 ). Consequently, online misinformation has been named as one of the top ten emerging global trends alongside looming threats such as income inequality and climate inaction (World Economic Forum, 2014) .
Merely seeking to communicate accurate information is not sufficient, as misinformation can nullify the positive effect of accurate science communication (McCright, Charters, Dentzman, & Dietz, 2016) . Scientists, communicators, and educators need to incorporate interventions that minimize the negative effects of misinformation. However, correcting misconceptions involves a number of complex cognitive processes. Understanding how people process information and modify existing beliefs is necessary to design effective refutations and avoid counterproductive interventions.
How Correcting Misconceptions Can Go Wrong
Removing the influence of misinformation has been found to be extremely difficult (see Lewandowsky, Ecker, Seifert, Schwarz, & Cook, 2012 for a review). In a seminal 1994 study, experimental participants read an account of a warehouse fire (Johnson & Seifert, 1994) . The account included misinformation about the cause of the fire, followed by a retraction. However, people continued to believe the misinformation, even when they remembered and accepted the retraction. This lingering effect is known as the continued influence effect.
Not only have refutation attempts often been found to be ineffectual in removing the influence of misinformation, they can also be counterproductive, resulting in reinforcement of misconceptions. These are known as backfire effects.
The familiarity backfire effect derives from the psychological principle that the more familiar we are with a piece of information, the more likely we are to think that it's true. If a debunking increases familiarity with and improves understanding of a myth, (e.g., through repetition of or pictorial depiction of the myth), it also increases the risk of acceptance of the myth (Schwarz, Newman, & Leach, 2016) .
One example of counterproductive refutation is the overkill backfire effect. When people were asked to come up with three arguments against a myth, acceptance of the myth was reduced. However, when they were asked to come up with twelve arguments, it ended up reinforcing the myth (Schwarz, Sanna, Skurnik, & Yoon, 2007) .
Similarly, the intensity backfire effect occurs when rebuttals are too intense, leading to an adverse effect (Betsch & Sasche, 2013) . For example, debunkings of vaccine myths featuring shocking images of children with measles were found to backfire, decreasing intent to vaccinate (Nyhan, Reifler, Richey & Freed, 2014) . Conversely, low intensity messages have been found to be most effective with people who reject climate science (Hornsey, Fielding, McStay, Reser, & Bradley, 2015) .
Arguably, the most damaging way in which myth refutations can backfire is known as the worldview backfire effect (Cook & Lewandowsky, 2011) . This occurs when a refutation threatens a person's worldview or cultural identity. The first study to observe the worldview backfire effect dates back to 1975. Teenage Christians were shown (fabricated) evidence that Jesus didn't rise from the dead. In response to this faith-threatening information, their religious belief was strengthened (Batson, 1975) .
One way to lower the risk of the worldview backfire effect is to frame messages in a way that is consistent with (or at least doesn't threaten) worldview. For example, framing a charge designed to reduce carbon emissions as a "carbon offset" rather than a "tax" increases acceptance among tax-averse Republicans (Hardisty, Johnson, & Weber, 2010) .
To avoid ineffective or counterproductive refutations, communicators need to understand the cognitive processes involved when correcting misconceptions and follow the best-practices guidelines as recommended by the psychological research.
Psychological Principles Involved in Conceptual Change
To understand the world, people build mental models of how the world works. Sometimes this model contains incorrect pieces of information. When a debunking invalidates these pieces of information, a gap is created in people's mental models. However, people prefer a complete, less-accurate model to an incomplete, more-accurate model. Consequently, if the gap isn't filled with a replacement, then the myth continues to influence people. This dynamic is what drives the continued influence effect.
Therefore an essential element to a debunking is a factual alternative that replaces the gap left by the invalidated myth (Johnson & Seifert, 1994) . The factual alternative must be plausible and fill all the causal explanations associated with the myth (Seifert, 2002; Rapp & Kendeou, 2007) . For example, in the iconic warehouse fire experiment, when participants were presented with an alternative explanation involving lighter fluid, they were no longer influenced by the original misinformation about gas cans causing the fire (Johnson & Seifert, 1994 ).
An instructive example of a factual alternative is an alternative suspect in a murder trial. One experimental study found that when an alternative suspect was provided, the number of guilty verdicts was much smaller compared with an explanation of why the defendant wasn't guilty (Tenney, Cleary & Spellman, 2009 ). There are a number of ways that communicators can construct an effective factual alternative.
Best Practices for Debunking
Ideally, the factual alternative should be as simple or simpler than the myth it replaces. Information that is easier for people to understand and process is more likely to be accepted as true (Schwarz et al., 2007) . Simple messages are cognitively more attractive than complicated messages. Consequently, people prefer simple explanations to complex ones (Chater & Vitányi, 2003; Lombrozo, 2007) . Heath and Heath (2007) summarize this principle of replacing myths with simple factual alternatives with the concise maxim, "Fight sticky myths with stickier facts." "Sticky" messages have been found to contain several of the following characteristics: they're simple, unexpected, concrete, credible, invoke an emotional response, and tell a story (summarized with the acronym SUCCES).
For example, graphics are a useful tool in making facts more concrete. Graphics can even overcome ideological predispositions that bias recipients against worldviewthreatening evidence. Republicans who are shown a graph of temperature trends become more accepting of the reality of global warming compared with those shown a written description of temperature trends (Nyhan & Reifler, 2012) . When presented with textual information, a biased reader will exploit ambiguities in the text to come to an alternative, preferred conclusion. Graphics with an unambiguous message are more difficult to misinterpret.
A necessary evil in debunking is that it does need to include an explicit mention of the myth. The risk is that making people more familiar with the myth increases the likelihood of causing a familiarity backfire effect (Schwarz et al., 2007) . On the other hand, a debunking needs to "activate" the myth in people's minds for them to tag it as false information. Presenting the fact with the myth has been shown to be more effective in reducing misconceptions than presenting the fact alone (Cameron et al., 2013) .
The risk of the familiarity backfire effect can be minimized by providing a warning before mentioning the myth (Jou & Foreman, 2007; Schul, 1993) . This puts the person cognitively on guard so they're less likely to be influenced by the misinformation. Experiments with different types of rebuttal structures have found that one of the most effective structures include both a factual alternative and an explicit warning before mentioning the myth (Ecker, Lewandowsky, & Tang, 2010) .
Another danger in including the fact and myth in a debunking is that the two conflicting pieces of information can potentially cancel each other out (McCright et al., 2016) . Another essential element of a debunking is helping people reconcile the conflicting information. This process of synthesizing fact and myth can be achieved in several ways.
One method is to explain the fallacy or technique that the myth uses to distort the fact. A useful framework for explaining misleading argumentation techniques is the five characteristics of science denial (Diethelm & McKee, 2009) . These characteristics are fake experts, logical fallacies, impossible expectations, cherry picking, and conspiracy theories (summarized with the acronym FLICC).
Conspiratorial thinking is a particularly virulent aspect of science denial. Among people rejecting climate science, the most prominent response to climate change information is conspiracy theories (Smith & Leiserowitz, 2012) . Conspiracy theorists have a decreased trust in government (Einstein & Glick, 2014) and reduced intent to engage in politics or reduce one's carbon footprint (Jolley & Douglas, 2014) . Moreover, conspiracy theories are self-sealing and immune to counter-evidence: conspiracy theorists respond to evidence disproving their conspiracy by broadening their conspiracy to include the source of the evidence (Lewandowsky et al., 2015) .
Another way to reconcile the coexistence of a fact and conflicting myth is to explain how the misinformation arose in the first place and/or the motives behind it: for example, explaining that the initial reports of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq arose due to the U.S. government's eagerness to invade Iraq (Lewandowsky, Stritzke, Oberauer, & Morales, 2005) .
Lastly, the source of the refutation is important. Ideally, the source should have both trustworthiness and expertise (Guillory & Geraci, 2013) . Interestingly, a source that is trustworthy (but lacking expertise) is more effective than a source with expertise (but lacking trustworthiness). Accordingly, debunkings are most effective coming from a friend (Hannak, Margolin, Keegan, & Weber, 2014) .
To summate, an optimal refutation contains the factual alternative, the myth, and the fallacy employed by the myth. By adopting the order of fact, myth, then fallacy, the debunking places primary emphasis on the factual alternative. A brief warning should be given before mentioning the myth. Finally, the fact and myth are reconciled by explaining the fallacy that the myth uses to distort the fact.
Examples of Debunking Aging Stereotypes
Stereotypes about aging can have a negative effect on the physical and mental well-being of older adults. Smyers (2016) debunked five common stereotypes about aging. Below, two of these debunking examples are structured in the fact, myth, and fallacy format.
Example 1 FACT: Lifestyle Determines Longevity
Our longevity is mostly determined by our own lifestyle and behavior choices. Specifically, 75% of longevity is determined by how we live. We can slow down aging by exercising, having stable relationships, and getting an education. In addition, we should remove aging accelerators like smoking, alcohol abuse, and stress. In summary, act now like you'll need your body for 100 years.
One myth about longevity is that our DNA determines how long we live. However, our genes only determine about 25% of longevity. This myth commits the fallacy of cherry picking, which involves looking at one small piece of the puzzle while ignoring the larger picture. Specifically, it places undue focus on a minor part of what drives aging (DNA) and ignores the dominant picture: lifestyle choices are the main factor driving longevity.
Example 2 FACT: Happiness Peaks Later in Life
Happiness peaks when people are in their 70s. This has been found in a number of studies, including a Pew survey that found that 81% of Americans older than 65 reported being at least "pretty happy."
One stereotype about aging is that older people are miserable. This misrepresents the facts and, in fact, is an inversion of reality. Happiness levels do not decrease as one moves into old age; rather happiness increases as one ages.
Conclusion
Misinformation and stereotypes can be damaging-they can reduce literacy levels, affect public health, lead to poor public policy, and undermine democracy. Correcting misperceptions has been shown to be a difficult and complicated process. However, a large body of psychological research exists that provides recommendations for scientists, communicators, and educators seeking to respond to misinformation.
These recommendations point to three key elements to an effective refutation: First, displace myths with simple and memorable factual alternatives. Second, explicitly mention the myth with a preemptive warning. Third, explain the fallacies that the myth uses to distort the facts.
